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In Hollywood, fame can be found on every corner and behind any door. You just have to know

where to look for it. Nineteen-year-old Madison Parker made a name for herself as best frenemy of

nice-girl-next-door Jane Roberts on the hot reality show L.A. Candy. Now Madison's ready for her

turn in the spotlight and she'll stop at nothing to get it. Sure, she's the star of a new show, but with

backstabbing friends and suspicious family members trying to bring her down, Madison has her

work cut out for her. Plus, there's a new nice girl in "reality" townâ€”aspiring actress Carmen Price,

the daughter of Hollywood royaltyâ€”and she's a lot more experienced at playing the fame game...

When the camera's start rolling, whose star will shine brighter?Filled with characters both familiar

and new, Lauren Conrad's series about the highs and lows of being famous delivers Hollywood

gossip and drama at every turn.
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I was skeptical at first when I bought this book but now that I've started reading it, I'm glad I bought

it. I love Lauren Conrad from The Hills and I love her style. This book is all about clothing basics,

make up basics, and accessories basics with lots of helpful hints (like "How to pack for a weekend

getaway," "What to wear on a date or to an interview," and "How to sew a quick hem"). I am the

same age as Lauren, working on building my adult wardrobe, and I want to do it stylishly. My only

complaint is that the bulk of the recommended clothing examples (about 95%, I'd say) are all



designer brands that I will probably never be able to afford. I wish she would have put in where to

find cheaper - but quality - versions of the designer brands.

Unlike some of the other reviews, I actually read this book. I don't write reviews based on whether or

not I like the author. I read all 3 of the LA Candy books. They were a fun quick read. I'm not going to

compare her books to other books I've read because I like to read different books depending on my

mood. The Fame Game is simular to the LA Candy books. It was a quick read and I enjoyed the

story. If I liked the book, I give it 5 stars. I'm not going to over analyze her writing skills like some

other reviews. I'm not going to act like some sophisticated reader who has something to prove by

criticizing every little issue wrong with her writing. It's not that type of book. So, if you want to read a

fun, quick story then it's a good book.

Even though I got this book for my 16 yr. old daughter, I read it cover to cover and enjoyed it. Not

sure there is tons of "new" information, but if you love Lauren's style, this book will help you pull it

off. Great makeup tips, and she shows how to mix expensive pieces with less expensive pieces of

clothing for a unique look. She dresses tastefully and beautifully, always age appropriate...I would

love for my daughter to give her wardrobe and "look" such thought.The photography is beautiful and

top-notch. You really see the clothes and styles up close without a lot of other stuff to take away

from what she's trying to convey. Great book...worth the price for sure!

Please don't buy this book expecting something deep...it's title describes it perfectly- it's about style

and how to aquire your own personal style. It was a fun and light read. Lauren has a real grasp on

her personal style and was able to share how to personalize your closet quite well. I enjoyed this

book and recommend it for those who enjoy this type of subject!

I've been a fan of Lauren Conrad ever since her Laguna Beach and The Hills days and have always

loved her chic style. I considered purchasing this book years ago when it first came out but didn't

because I had my own style and was fine with it. Now, oddly enough, I'm in my mid-thirties and a

mother of twin toddlers and I realize I am not part of the target audience for this book. However,

lately I've become more interested in learning more makeup and style tips because it's fun!Lauren

Conrad Style is a well-written style guide that contains many aspects dealing with fashion. This book

is divided into three parts: Fashion, Beauty, and Lifestyle. Within each part are chapters devoted to

different categories within those topics, such as "Building Your Wardrobe" and "Accessories" in



Fashion, "Makeup" and "Hair" in Beauty, and "Work and School" and "Events and Parties" in

Lifestyle. There is information in this book that tells you how to use the same clothes and make it

into various outfits using different accessories, dressing for your body type, and how to do your hair

and makeup. Personally, I enjoyed the sections on makeup and hair the most since I am looking for

fun tips so I can have fun doing my hair and makeup (when I actually have the energy for this since

my twins keep me pretty busy). There are a lot of expensive labels and stores mentioned, which

may not be possible for some readers to buy and shop at, but it's nice to see pictures of Lauren

Conrad in her stylish clothes so you can go to a store of your choosing and find something

similar.Overall, I like this book and have learned several things from it. One thing to note is that

Lauren Conrad also has a book called Lauren Conrad Beauty, which I have as well. Beauty

contains much more specific information on hair and makeup whereas Style gives more of an

overview so if you are more interested in the hair and/or makeup aspects, I would purchase Beauty.

I would say this book is geared more towards teenage girls and women in their twenties but there is

nothing wrong with women older than this buying this book! If anything, I can learn some tips from it

to pass on to my daughter when she reaches the teenage years and she can read this as well. The

price point is certainly well-worth it and there is a lot of information within the 230 pages of this book

so I'd definitely recommend this book to fans of Lauren Conrad or anyone who wants more tips on

fashion!

I wanted to like these books because they were written, or so they say, by Lauren Conrad. Books

are essentially about bratty girls who want to be famous. I would not buy these again, instead will

donate them.

I bought this book since i just love Lauren Conrad. Some of the tips ARE known and can easily be

found on youtube like a few of the makeup and hair styles. However, the fashion section she gives

good tips on praganizing your closet how to wear 1 outfit multiple times with just a few changes. For

example a black dress can be dress down during the day with sandels and a denim jacket. As for

the night, no jacket and heels and things like that. So with her tips she gives pretty good ideas on

how to wear things and it will give you ideas. The list for essentials that every girl should have is

also useful she also references to herself and what she would do which is nice. Obviously, if your a

big beauty person and you know almost everything about beauty this is not the book for you but this

book helps you on how to wear things you already have just in different ways i found it very useful

although i am 20 years and not a "beginner beauty" person. Also many fashion celebrities will tell u



the same thing on how to wear an outfit different ways but they dont exactly have a book to

reference too most have a website, a book it more handy and lauren conrad knows how to dress

her typical laguna beach style is just like mine keep it simple but chic.
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